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The Tadami Snow Festival is held every February. 
It features a variety of events such as traditional 
performing arts, food, and culture to entertain 
visitors. At night, the large snow sculptures on the 
main stage light up, transforming the festival into 
a magical world. Wishes are made with the 
"prayer" fireworks, which are set off into the sky, 
adding color to the midwinter night. This winter 
event attracts over 20,000 visitors to Tadami 
every year.

Tadami 
Snow Festival

Venue: JR Tadami Station Square
Inquiries: Snow Festival Executive Committee Office 
　　　　   （Tadami Town Hall, Tourism & Commerce Division）
　　　　   ☎0241-82-5240
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（JR Tadami Station ⇔ 
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TADAMI TOWN in Fukushima Prefecture

JAPAN’S 
NATURE 
HEARTLAND
A nostalgic place though 
I had never been. 

Tadami Biosphere Reserve, the Capital of Mother Nature TADAMI1791-6 Uenohara, Tadami-machi, Minami-Aizu-gun, Fukushima 968-0421, Japan
TEL: 0241(82)5250  FAX: 0241(82)5810   E-mail:info@tadami-net.com　https://www.tadami-net.com
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SIGHTSEEING IS 
AN ADVENTURE.

Tadami Beech and River Museum
This museum facility exhibits and explains with 
dioramas the various specimens of plants and 
animals that live among the beech trees and nature 
of Tadami Town. It also educates visitors about the 
cultural lifestyle and history of local residents in 
relation to the area's natural environment and 
biodiversity.

Traditional Performing Arts

Nivation Landform 
and Mosaic Vegetation

The "Saotome Dance" is held in the Kobayashi 
and Yanatori areas to pray for a good harvest for 
the year. The "Yanatori Daidai-Kagura" is a 
traditional performing art that continues to be 
performed in Tadami Town when a deity is 
ritualistically transferred to the Kashima Shrine 
and functions as a prayer for the fortune of local 
residents. 
●Kobayashi-Saotome Dance Preservation Society
●Yanatori Traditional Dance Preservation Society

Tadami Town is an area with heavy 
snowfall, where frequent avalanches 
have eroded the mountain surface 
and exposed the base rock, thereby 
creating a rare landcape called a 
"nivation landform." Another natural 
feature of Tadami Town is the 
"mosaic vegetation," a beautiful 
collection of beech forests and 
coniferous forests distributed over 
the terrain.

Tagokura Heritage Center
A museum that preserves the memory of the 
village of Tagokura, which was engulfed by the 
lake formed from the construction of Tagokura 
Dam. Wataru Minagawa, a native of Tagokura 
village, opened the museum himself. The town 
inherited the museum after he passed away. It is 
now the base of activ it ies for the Tadami 
Biosphere Reserve. 

Tadami Town was registered as a Biosphere Reserve (UNESCO eco-park) 
in June 2014 as a model area where people coexist with nature. The 
town's area consists of 747.53 square kilometers, 1.2 times larger than 
Tokyo's 23 wards, with more than 90% of the area covered with forests 
and mountains. The mountains are approx. 1,000 meters above sea 
level, but because of its heavy snowfall often accumulating to over 3 
meters, the land is marked by a mixture of steep rocky mountains carved 
by avalanches and natural beech tree forests. The people who live and 
visit here enjoy the blessings and harmony of living with nature.

Tadami Biosphere Reserve

Tadami Beech Center

●Closed on Tuesdays （If Tuesday is a public holiday, 
the next weekday), New Year holidays
●Shared admission ticket for Tadami Beech and 
River Museum and Tagokura Heritage Center
●Admission Fee: 310yen for high school students 
and older, 210yen for elementary/junior high 
school students (group discount available for a 
group of 20 people or more)
●Tadami Beech and River Museum　　　　　　　　　
☎0241-72-8355
●Furusatokan Tagokura ☎0241-72-8466

MAP
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Tadami Town has some of the world's most prized natural scenery and 
a rich beech forest that is home to many rare plants and animals. We 
hereby declare Tadami as the "Capital of Mother Nature" as we 
appreciate its splendor and blessings to people and pledge to make 
efforts to pass on this prized natural scenery to future generations. 

Tadami Flower Calendar
Amur adonis

Dogtooth violet

Cherry blossom

Fresh green leaves

Redvein enkianthus

Rosy lily

Autumn leaves

Apr. May Jun. July Oct. Nov.

Amur adonis

Dogtooth 
violet

A Town Alive 
Among Beech 
and Snow

Rosy lily

A view of Lake Tadami from National Route 252 
Rokujurigoe Yukiwari Kaido

Capital of Mother Nature Tadami
Japan’s Nature Heartland

July 27, 2007 Tadami Town

Tadami, the "Capital of Mother Nature," 
was born under harsh natural conditions 
and is one of Japan's heaviest snowfall areas. 

A special world is waiting for you here, 
where people live in harmony 
and appreciate the blessings of nature. 

As you walk through the forest, the cool breeze brushes 
against your cheeks and shakes the beech trees. 
With sunlight shining through the trees, 
when you put your hands together to scoop up some water, 
it's as if you're holding a sparkling star in your palm. 

The dogtooth violets and rosy lilies flutter in the wind 
as if they were telling a story. 
In the distance, you’ll hear birds chirping and look around to see 
if it's a ruddy kingfisher, but it is nowhere to be found. 
You’ll feel the presence of animals.

The lake reflects the green mountains, 
blue sky and white clouds like a magic mirror 
that reflects only beautiful things. 
When you look up, you’ll see the mosaic-patterned mountain 
looking down at you, alluring with its mysteries. 

At night, the stars fill the sky so much 
you may feel they are within your reach.

The seasons, like a child playing, 
will change the region's expression and entertain you. 
Pink in spring, green in summer, orange in autumn, and white in winter.

Tadami's daily life will be an "adventure trip" for you.

This guidebook is the adventure book 
that will support your "special day."
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Mori no Bunko Fuzawa
This facility was formerly an abandoned school. Guests may stay 
here and experience life in a mountain village. The mountain 
village it is located in is surrounded by beech forests with the 
Fuzawa River flowing through it. Guides will show you through the 
Healing Forest and Blessing Forest. 
3 Japanese-style rooms (All rooms are non-smoking) 
Parking : 10 standard cars and 2 large vehicles
●Open all year round ☎0241-71-9511 （Reservation required）

BLESSING FOREST

Blessing Forest

HEALING FOREST
The "Blessing Forest" is a natural beech forest where you can enjoy the 
monolithic riverbed and waterfalls as you take leisurely strolls along the 
stream flowing through the forest. If you are accompanied by a guide, your 
stroll will be even more enjoyable.

The beech forest that stretches along the border of the neighboring town of 
Kaneyama is known as the "Healing Forest." Its gentle trails are easy for 
beginners and children to enjoy while strolling. 

We recommend you be accompanied by a guide if it is your first time in the mountains. We recommend you be accompanied by a guide if it is your first time in the mountains.

The Fallen Great Beech Tree

Protect and cultivate the nature, lifestyle,   and culture nurtured by heavy snow.

Walking on fresh snow wearing boots is 
difficult. Try walking in traditional kanjiki 
snow shoes to walk through the snow 
easily and enjoy the silvery world all the 
more. This is a special experience that is 
only possible in Tadami because of its 
heavy snowfall.

"Nawa" (rope) has supported people's 
lives since time immemorial. Experience 
making your own using just your hands. 
Even if you can't do it well at first, you will 
feel a sense of accomplishment once 
you've completed a fine rope. It is an 
enjoyable experience since you will be 
able to learn and interact with friendly 
masters of rope making.

Uchimame is a traditional food that has 
been eaten here for centuries and is 
valued as an ingredient that can be 
preserved and requires little time to cook. 
This is a valuable opportunity to learn 
and experience a unique tradition in a 
short amount of time.

❷Nawa Yori Experience

❸ Uchimame Experience

❶ Kanjiki Experience

Experience vine crafting, which has 
been handed down as a winter 
handicraft in heavy-snowfall Tadami 
Town. Create a memento for your 
trip. Reservations are required, so 
please contact us as soon as 
possible.

❹ Tsuru-zaiku Experience

MAP
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MAP
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Experience life in a moutain village.

Takiue no Mori : Blessing Forest, Fall foliage from mid- to late-October.

● Guide : Contact Furusato Tadami Guide Association ☎0241-71-8400 

● To experience ❶❷❸, contact Mori no Bunko Fuzawa ☎0241-71-9511 

● To experience ❹, contact Tadami Tourism Association ☎0241-82-5250 

All rooms

MORI NO BUNKO FUZAWA 
is the gateway to the "Blessing Forest" and "Healing Forest" （Japanese-style Snow Shoeing）

（Crushed and Dried Soybean）

（Vine-Crafting）

（Rope-Making）

（Reservation required）

（Reservation required）

（Reservation required）

Nature  of 
TAD AMI
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LAKE TAGOKURA

OKUAIZU TADAMI NO MORI CAMPSITE
Snow Peak-supervised campsite

A campsite with a great view 
overlooking Tadami Town. 
In addition to accommodation facilities, 
such as cottages and bungalows, you 
can also stay at an old folk house, 
which is suitable for groups. There is a 
full menu of hands-on activities, Wi-Fi, 
etc., for a comfortable environment. 
Camping equipment can also be rented.
●7 cottages, 5 west bungalows, 5 east 
　bungalows, 20 auto campsites, 2 old 
　folk houses Parking : 20 standard cars      
●Closed in winter ●Entrance fee 400 yen    
☎0241-82-2432  Wi-fi available

If you are visiting Tadami, enjoy the magnificent 
nature to its fullest. Go bird watching, take 
pictures of the beautiful scenery, and enjoy 
activites and even the thrill of water rafting. 
Forge family bonds playing in the river with your 
children or by fishing together. Adults can return 
to the days of their childhood and children will 
gain a sense of being grown up. Spending time 
among the nature of Tadami is bound to make 
your day special.

A large dam lake located on the border of Niigata Prefecture. 
It is an artificial lake formed when the Tagokura Dam was 
completed on Tadami River and now boasts one of the 
largest reservoirs in Japan. There are places here that can 
only be reached by boat, including places that have never 
been reached by people. It is a man-made lake that, 
nevertheless, deserves to be called an "unexplored region."

Tagokura Lake View
● Closed : Tuesdays, Wednesdays, during winter ☎0241-82-2700
● Sightseeing Boat Blue Lake : 1200 yen for adults, 600 yen for    
　 children (group discount available)
　 Operation Period : Early June to early November 　　　　　　　 
　 Closed : Tuesdays, Wednesdays, in case of bad weather

A market featuring products 
from Tadami Town. 
On the 2nd floor, you can 
enjoy a meal with a view 
of Lake Tadami. 
Proudly serves soba made 
of 100% locally-produced 
flour.

●Closed on Wednesdays, closed in case of stormy weather 
(closed in winter) ☎ 0241-82-2221

●Free admission  ●Closed on Wednesdays (closed in winter)
●Dam card distributed   ☎0241-82-3150

Tagokura Lake View

Sightseeing Boat Blue Lake Tagokura Dam

Enjoy the nature of 
Tadami from the lake.

Nature is 
our teacher.

Tadami Ski Area
Water Rafting & 
SUP
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LAKE TADAMI A dam lake with a calm atmosphere standing quietly between Tadami Dam and Tagokura Dam. 
Trout and char live here, so lure fishing is popular. 
With its tranquil atmosphere, it is recommended 
for those who want to spend a relaxing time.

MAP
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Experiences in
TADAMI

Enjoy magnificent nature.

Fun in All Seasons!
Nature's Playground

If you want to experience 
picking wild vegetables, 
Warabien is the place to go. 
Each of the five gardens has its 
own unique features, so try to 
find one that suits your purpose.
Contact  Tadami Tourism 
Association ☎ 0241-82-5250
☎0241-82-5250

Recommended for those who 
want to experience some thrills. 
Create memories with your 
friends and family.
Contact  Tadami Tourism 
Association 
☎ 0241-82-5250

Kameoka Beach Volleyball 
Court and Trailer House
Although Tadami Town does not have an 
ocean, it does have courts where you 
can enjoy beach volleyball. After working 
up a sweat playing beach volleyball, take 
a break at the trailer house cafe. This is a 
good spot for those who want to exercise 
during their stay.

Contact  Tadami Town Board of Education  ☎0241-82-5320

Rokujūrigoe Yukiwari Kaidō
National Route 252 (Yukiwari Kaidō), 
which connects Tadami Town and 
Uonuma City, offers beautiful scenery 
surrounded by Lake Tagokura and 
beech forests. It is also a popular photo 
spot for photography enthusiasts.
●Closed in winter　Contact  Tadami 
Tourism Association ☎ 0241-82-5250

Experience fishing for char that have been raised in clear water 
surrounded by nature. Catch your own char, skewer it, and grill over 
charcoal. Char can also be fried or eaten as sashimi. You may also be 
fortunate enough to see the late blooming cherry blossoms in spring.
●Open late April to early November  ☎090-2603-6162

A ski resort with a great view and a relaxed atmosphere. Besides skiing, you can 
also enjoy snowshoeing and snowmobiling. When you are done playing, satisfy 
your appetite with the famous tomato ramen.
●Open late December to end of March ☎0241-82-2304

Kankō Warabien

Iwana-no-Sato (Char Village)

Group camping 
in an old folk house!

MAP
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Saijiki Hall

A facility where you can 
learn about the relation-
ship between water and 
people with the theme of 
"water and energy."

J-POWER
Tadami Exhibition Hall

All areas

(Bracken Garden)

Enjoy fishing in the mountain streams 
and large rivers. You can catch char, ayu 
(sweetfish), and landlocked salmon.
Contact  Minamiaizu Western Fisheries 
Cooperative Association （Ina River Basin） 
☎0241-72-2110
Contact  Ihō District Fisheries Cooperative 
Association （Tadami River Basin）  
☎0241-82-2376

Fishing

(Reservation required)

(Reservation required)
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relax in a hot spring.

For Sightseeing Information

After a day of mountain climbing or sightseeing, 

Mt. Asakusa, known for its large snow gorge where snow remains 
even in summer, is one of the 300 Famous Japanese Mountains. Each 
of this mountain's courses have different characteristics, so climbers 
will never get bored. Although it is a long hike to the top, you will 
earn yourself a sense of accomplishment.  

Mt. Asakusa 　1,585m above sea level

Various flowers, such as 
rhododendron and snow 
camellia, adorn this 
mountain. It is easy to 
climb even for beginners 
and the panoramic view 
of Tadami from the 
summit is spectacular.

Mt. Yōgai
705m above sea level

Tadami Hoyō Center 
Hitoppuro Machiyu

One of the 200 Famous Japanese Mountains, Mt. Aizu-Asahi offers a beautiful 
contrast of natural beech forests and lingering snow. The view from the top of 
the mountain impressively overlooks the surrounding mountains.

Mt. Aizu-Asahi 　1,624m above sea level

Mt. Gamō was dubbed 
the "Matterhorn of Aizu" 
by Junko Tabei (the first 
woman to climb Mt. 
Everest) because of its 
pointy peaks. The view 
from the top of the 
mountain after climbing 
the steep mountain path 
is spectacular.

Mt. Gamō
828m above sea level

Tadami
Mountains

Famous 
Local 
Mountains

*Times shown in (　) are approximate. *Saijiki Hall, J-POWER Exhibition Hall, Kawai Tsugunosuke 
　Memorial, Iōji Temple, and Lake Tagokura View are closed in winter.
*Rokujūrigoe Yukiwari Kaidō is closed during winter.

The climbing season is late in snowy 
regions, with the season starting from 
May to June. The rock walls carved by 
avalanches (nivation landform), the 
flowers that bloom from spring to early 
summer, and the red leaves of beech 
and maple trees in autumn are all 
fascinating to visitors.

Walking Plan from Tadami Station 

*Please have a 5 yen coin ready. Pamphlets on Mitsuishi Shrine and Koyori 
(paper charms) for matchmaking are available free of charge at the Information 
Center in Tadami Station and the Tadami Tourism Association counter.  

　Tadami Station⇒（　5min）Taki Shrine⇒（　5min）Walkway "Forest 
Stroll"⇒（　10min）Mitsuishi Shrine "God of Matchmaking"（There is a 
rock with matchmaking powers a 15-min walk from the torii gate）（about 40 
min stroll）⇒（　15min）Mitsuishi-ya（their smooth honey pudding is 
recommended!）⇒（　7min）Arrive at Tadami Station.

Bike rental is available at the Information Center in Tadami Station.
Regular bike (kids bike available): 500 yen per bike, Electric-assist bike: 1,000 
yen per bike, Rental hours are from 9:00 to 16:00. Closed during winter.

Prayer Course (Matchmaking in Tadami)

Walk ! Cycle ! Drive !

　Tadami Station⇒（ 　15min）Tokinosato Yurari Hotspring or Murayu 
Hotspring（120min）⇒（　 1min）Kameoka Trailer House（60 min）⇒
（ 　15min）Tadami Station
【Kameoka Trailer House Tenant】
●Mama Café
　（homemade cakes, snacks, drinks), Oxygen Capsule Salon Twin (reservation required)
　【Business Hours】Tuesday to Friday 10:00~14:00, Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays 
　10:00~17:00 ☎090-7795-4182
●Yokoyama Sejutuin（chiropractor) (reservation required)
　【Business Hours】Tuesday to Sunday 9:00~21:00, (17:00~21:00 closed if there are 
　 no appointments)(Closed on Tuesday if Monday is a holiday) ☎ 090-6165-5860

　Tadami Station⇒（　 20min）Lake Tadami (Saijiki Hall and J-POWER 
Tadami Exhibition Hall located nearby)（30min）⇒（　 10min)Tadami Beech 
and River Museum（60min）⇒stroll along Tadami River⇒
（　 10min）Tagokura Heritage Center （30min）⇒（　 3min）Tadami 
Station

　Tadami Station⇒（　 15min）Kawai Tsugunosuke Memorial（Approx. 
60min）• Iōji Temple （15min）⇒（　 15min）Tadami Station

　Tadami Station⇒（ 　12min）Lake Tagokura View（30min on 
sightseeing boat）⇒Rokujūrigoe Peak Road Opening Monument
（viewpoint, great photo spot）⇒（ 　30min）⇒Tadami Station

Tadami Tourism Association
Provides consultation for tourist 
attractions, sightseeing courses, lodging, 
and meals. Sells specialty products from 
Tadami Town and items from Tadami 
Railway Line. Also offers luggage storage 
and bike rental services. They will do 
their best to support your trip to Tadami 
Town. Please feel free to contact them.
●Open all year round ☎0241-82-5250

Tadami Station Information Center 
(Furusato Tadami Guide Association)
Provides consultation if you need a 
guide for mountain climbing, nature 
walks, or town walks. Luggage storage, 
bike rental, and various information are 
also available. They will do their best to 
support your trip to Tadami Town. 
Please feel free to contact them.
●Open all year round ☎0241-71-8400

A day-trip bathing facility with a dining area. 
It is the perfect place to relax and unwind 
after a long day of travel. After a day out in 
Tadami, take a dip in a hot spring and refresh 
yourself.
●Closed on Monday　☎0241-82-2393

Fukasawa Murayu Hotspring
A day trip hot spring facility adjacent to Yurari. 
It is a hot spring with water flowing directly from 
the source, characterized by its reddish-brown 
water that is effective in relieving fatigue such 
as muscle pain and neuralgia
●Closed on the third Wednesday of every 
month  ☎0241-84-7707

Tokinosato Yurari Hotspring
An open-air bath surrounded by nature will warm your tired 
body and relieve your fatigue. Enjoy the starry skies at night.
☎0241-84-2888

(Approx. 90min)

(Approx. 180min)

(Approx. 120min)

*Recommended for visitors arriving on the Tadami Line.
*Feel free to use the umbrellas at the information center when it rains.

Cycling Plan from Tadami Station

Driving Plan from Tadami Station

Bike Rental Course

①Historical Exploration Course 
　  : Tour the place where Kawai Tsugunosuke (a famous samurai) spent his final days.

3 Recommended Courses by Car

②Lake Tagokura Excursion Course 
　  : Recommended during spring for fresh greenery and fall for autumn leaves.

③Health and Wellness Course 
　   : Refresh your body and mind in Tadami.

Tadami Station

Lake Tagokura

J-POWER Tadami Exhibition Hall

Lake Tagokura View

Tadami Beech and River Museum

Kawai Tsugunosuke Memorial Hall

Mitsuishi Shrine

Saijiki Hall

Sightseeing Boat Blue Lake

Kameoka Trailer House

Iōji Temple
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Nationally-designated Important Cultural Property

Mitsuishi 
Shrine

Jōhōji Temple Kannon-dō

Local Specialities of Tadami
Tadami has natural beech forests and experiences some of 
the heaviest amounts of snowfall in Japan. Tadami's 
specialities are in fact nourished by the abundant snowmelt 
and wide range in temperatures between day and night, most 
noticeable in Tadami's richly-flavored rice and nangō tomatos, 
which have the perfect balance of acidity and sweetness. 
Other popular products that make great souvenirs include 
processed mountain vegetables and mushrooms, thanks to 
the rich natural environment and climate. 

Sake （Seishu Iwaizumi, Nekka, Senta no Doburo）
"Iwaizumi" is a refined sake made from the rice and water in 
Tadami and is known as a special sake only available in 
Tadami and a few stores around Japan. "Nekka" is a rice 
shochu made among the nature in Tadami using the rice 
cultivated by the brewer himself and yeast developed in 
Fukshima. "Izumita no Doburoku" is a doburoku (unrefined 
sake) made by a guesthouse in Tadami using only the finest 
ingredients.

Egoma Jūnen 
Dressing
The locally-grown jūnen (wild 
sesame) is used to create a 
smooth, aromatic dressing.

Mountain Vegetables
The mountain vegetables cultivated in the rich 
nature of the mountains are carefully prepared 
so they can be enjoyed at any time.

Nangō 
Tomato Juice
This 100% pure, additive-
free juice is made from 
squeezing whole tomatoes 
which were harvested 
specifically in the fall when 
their sugar content is 
heightened.

Walnut Yubeshi 
(Japanese confection made 
 from rice)
Walnuts are kneaded into the 
yubeshi, which is often used as 
a preserved or convenient food. 
Enjoy the crunchy texture of the 
walnuts inside this traditional 
Japanese sweet.

Seasoned Mutton
In Tadami, when it comes to grilled meat, it is always 
mutton. It is so popular among the locals you can 
consider it the soul food of Tadami. The seasoning 
differs from restaurant to restaurant, making it a great 
dish to taste test and compare.

A shrine where an exotic rock 
is enshrined as its sacred 
object. It is said that if you tie 
a 5-yen coin through the hole 
of the Sannoiwa Rock, it brings 
good fortune for matchmaking. 
Koyori (paper charms) are also 
available at the Tadami Tourism 
Association. 

Remnants of History
Remnants of Tadami Town's magnificent 
history can be seen in various places 
around town. Several places are 
actually ruins from the Jōmon period 
（ca. 10,500‒ca. 300 B.C.）. During the 
Sengoku period （1467-1615）, the area 
had three castles on Mt. Yōgai, and 
during the Edo period （1603-1868）, 
Tadami Town prospered as a trade 
route between Aizu and Echigo. 
The town may not look like it did back 
then, but residents' memories have 
been handed down and maintained 
in the form of memorials and 
archaeological museums. 
Explore the history of Tadami by tracing 
the history and visiting Important 
Cultural Properties. 

（*2 buildings and 2,333 pieces of folk tools are 
Nationally-designated Important Cultural Properties）

*Scheduled to open spring of 2022

Passing Down Stories 
to the Present and Future MAP
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Saotome Odori
Hand-baked rice crackers made by 
kneading plenty of peanuts and 
baking for a savory flavor.

Tochinomi (chestnut) 
Daifuku
This daifuku (small, round rice cake) 
is made from kneading chestnuts, 
rich in polyphenols, into the dough 
to make it slightly bitter.

The local brand of Tadami, 
the "Capital of Mother 
Nature," is nurtured by rich 
blessings of nature and 
Tadami Town's traditional 
way of life. Products are 
made using the natural 
resources and agricultural 
products of Tadami Town 
along with locals' traditional 
wisdom and techniques. All 
products here are certified 
products of Tadami Town. 

Traditional Product Brand,
"Capital of Mother Nature Tadami"

Former Hasebe Family Residence 
(Kanōzu Guardhouse)
A farmhouse built in the barn-chumon style from the 
late-Edo period （1603-1868）. 
In the Edo period, it served as a guard post on the 
Hachijūrigoe Route between Aizu and Echigo. 
The large scale of the structure gives us a glimpse of 
what it was like at the time.

MAP
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Onigatsura Yama
A handmade Tadami confection with 
a flavor passed down from generation 
to generation, created from the image 
of the mountains of Tadami.

Crafts: Tsuru-zaiku 
(vine craftsmanship)
This traditional craft is made by carefully 
weaving together vines, such as those of 
kiwifruit, chocolate vine, and crimson 
glory vines.

Local
specialties
of 

TADAMI

Shō Kannon 
Statue
Prefecturally-designated
Important Cultural Property

This temple was built during the 
Muromachi period (1333-1573) with a 
combination of Japanese and Chinese 
styles with a thatched roof and a 
hipped roof structure. The wooden 
seated statue of the Shō-Kannon 
Bosatsu (Sanskrit: Āryāvalokiteśvara 
Bodhisattva) is enshrined at the first 
temple of the Okurairi 33 Kannons 
and is known as the "Hitohada 
Kannon" (Kannon of Human Skin).
Contact  Tadami Town Board of 
Education　☎0241-82-5320

Prefecturally-designated Important Cultural Property

●Closed on Mondays  ●Free admission
●Inquiries: Tadami Board of Education 
☎0241-82-5320

Former Igarashi 
Family Residence
Built in 1718, this is the oldest 
farmhouse in the prefecture. The 
unique beams and pillars exhibit 
how people lived with the heavy 
snowfall of the area. 

Nationally-designated Important Cultural Property

●Open from the last Saturday in 
April to the fourth Sunday in 
November
●Free admission
●Inquiries: Tadami 
Board of Education
☎0241-82-5320

Contact Tadami Town 
Community Development 
Division
☎0241-82-5220

Contact Tadami Tourism Association regarding specialty products and souvenirs 
　　　    ☎0241-82-5250

Tadami Mono to Kurashi Museum
This facility preserves and exhibits 
nationally-designated important culture 
properties, such as the artifacts of local 
farming, hunting, and fishing tools used by 
the people of Tadami. In addition, they 
also permanently exhibit archaeological 
materials, books from Japan's middle 
ages and early modern times, and artisan 
scrolls. It is a museum that helps you 
understand the lifestyle and culture of the 
Tadami region. 

Kawai Tsugunosuke Memorial Hall 
This is a memorial hall 
honoring Kawai Tsugunosuke, 
a feudal lord of the Nagaoka 
domain who died in Tadami 
after fighting for peace in the 
Boshin War (1868-1869). 
Documents from the Boshin 
War and the room where 
Kawai Tsugunosuke passed away have 
been relocated to and exhibited here.

●Closing days and admission fees TBD　☎ TBD

●Closed on Thursdays, closed during 
the winter season
●Admission fees: Adult 350 yen, Child 
200 yen　☎0241-82-2870
5-min walk from the highway parking lot. Based on a survey of best-selling products from FY2019.
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Healthy and delicious food! Also 
try dishes prepared with Aizu 
chicken.
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*Wi-fi may not be available in certain locations.

All rooms

All rooms

All rooms

All rooms

All rooms All rooms

All areasAll rooms

Assists in sightseeing and 
nature experiences. Also supports 
people traveling on business. It is 
a safe and clean guest house.
12 Japanese-style rooms 
（Smoking allowed）
Parking : 20 standard cars, 3 large 
vehicles　☎0241-82-2722

Treat yourself to dishes made with 
seasonal ingredients like wild 
vegetables and freshwater fish. 
Fishing tickets are also available.
6 Japanese-style rooms (Smoking 
allowed)  Parking : 15 standard 
cars (Large vehicles allowed)
☎0241-82-3376

Rooms are available in 
various sizes. Offers 
homemade dishes with plenty of 
homegrown vegetables.
12 Japanese-style rooms 
（Non-smoking）
Parking : 20 standard cars
☎0241-82-2290

Provides hospitality 
unique to guest houses 
and offers dishes such as wild 
spring vegetables and mushrooms.
5 Japanese-style rooms 
（2 non-smoking rooms）
Parking : 5 standard cars
☎0241-82-2589

Offers traditional meals 
such as wild vegetables, 
mushrooms and home-brewed 
sake.
5 Japanese-style rooms 
（Smoking allowed in some guest 
rooms）  Parking : 7 standard cars
☎0241-82-3400

Only 5 min from the station. This 
lodge takes pride in its cuisine, which 
consists of mountain vegetables, 
freshwater fish, horse sashimi, and 
okowa (steamed rice mixed with 
meat and vegetables).
12 Japanese-style rooms, 1 Western-
style room （All non-smoking rooms）
Parking : 15 standards cars, 2 large 
cars  ☎0241-82-2161

Masuya Ryokan is known 
for its heartfelt welcomes
that bring out the richness of the 
Miyama cuisine.
10 Japanese-style rooms 
(All non-smoking rooms)
Parking : 20 standard cars, 3 large 
buses  ☎0241-82-2311

A simple inn in the 
countryside where you 
can enjoy local cuisine, such as 
handmade jūwari soba noodles 
and wild vegetables.
10 Japanese-style rooms （Smoking 
allowed） Parking : 8 standard cars, 
1 large vehicle  ☎0241-82-2047

Stay overnight without 
meals. Please consider 
staying when you visit 
Tadami. 
8 Japanese-style rooms
Parking : 5 standard cars
☎0241-82-2099

Offers dishes made with 
homegrown organic
vegetables and local wild 
vegetables.
1 Japanese-style room (All rooms 
are non-smoking)
Parking : 4 standard cars
☎0241-82-2123

For leisure activities such 
as hiking and fishing,
or even for business and 
work.
7 Japanese-style rooms（Smoking 
allowed）
Parking : 8 to 9 standards cars, 2 
microbusses  ☎0241-84-2005

This inn uses Tadami 
rice and home-grown 
vegetables for their meals 
and offers homey hospitality.
3 Japanese-style rooms
Parking : 10 standard cars
☎0241-84-2819

A campground with a 
great view overlooking 
the town of Tadami.
7 cottages, 5 west bungalows
5 east bungalows, 20 auto-
campsites, 2 traditional Japanese-
style homes  Parking : 20 standard 
cars  ☎0241-82-2432

Business travelers are 
welcome. Relaxing 
rooms are prepared for 
your stay. 
4 Japanese-style rooms
（All rooms are non-smoking）
Parking : 8 standard cars, 1 large 
vehicle   ☎0241-82-2399

Taste the delicacies of the 
mountains and spend time 
at the river and lake. Stay at the 
welcoming Guest House Aizu.
6 Japanese-style rooms, 1 
Western-style room  Parking : 5 
standard cars, 1 large vehicle
☎0241-82-3223

The facility used to be an 
elementary school and is 
also available for overnight 
stay, allowing visitors to experience 
living in the mountain villages.
3 Japanese-style rooms （All non-
smoking rooms）  Parking : 10 
standard cars, 2 large vehicles
☎0241-71-9511

Opened as a guesthouse in 2019. You can 
rent out an entire building. No meals are 
served but you are provided the kitchen 
utilities necessary to make your own meals.
2 Japanese-style rooms (All non-smoking 
rooms/smoking permitted outside)  
Parking : 3 standard cars  ☎0241-84-2121
［Note］ Guesthouse for relocation experience
Conditions （During your stay, it is 
necessary to attend lectures related to 
nature, culture, and relocation in Tadami）

Located at the base of the mountain 
village of Okuaizu. Enjoy the cuisine, 
hot springs, and therapeutic scenery. 
14 Japanese-style rooms, 2 Western-
style triple rooms, 4 Western-style 
twin rooms, 7 Western-style single 
rooms （All non-smoking rooms）
Parking : Roofed parking lot available
☎0241-84-2888

A small lodge with a 
family-like atmosphere. 
Stay at the Guest House 
Yasuragi when visiting to play in 
the clear streams or go hiking to 
the peak of Mt. Asahi.
4 Japanese-style rooms, all non-
smoking rooms  Parking : 4 standard 
cars  ☎0241-84-2434

This inn especially welcomes those 
who plan to hike the Mt. Aizu-Asahi 
Peak or fish in the mountain stream. 
You can also enjoy their famous 
ramen noodles in their dining hall.
4 Japanese-style rooms (max. 15 
people) (All non-smoking rooms）
Parking : 10 small cars （Large buses 
allowed）  ☎0241-84-2040

All rooms

All rooms
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On sunny days, they offer 
Tadami's "B-class gourmet" 
from a food truck.
9:00~17:00  Closed on Tuesday
☎090-6682-0141

Seasoned Mutton Kebab
All the rice and vegetables are 
homegrown. Sushi, set meals, 
soba, and more are on the menu.
Lunch/11:00~13:00  Dinner/17:00
~23:00（Last Order/22:00） Closed 
on Wednesday 
☎0241-82-2731

Sauce Katsudon
Offers delicious food 
among beautiful natural 
surroundings.
11:00~14:00（Last Order/13:45）
Closed in winter（Late November 
through April）  ☎0241-82-3401

Seasonal set meal

Try the popular tomato ramen 
made with locally harvested 
tomatoes and Aizu chicken.
11:00~14:00  Open when the ski 
resort is in operation. Subject to 
closures and temporary closures
☎0241-82-2304

Tomato Ramen
Enjoy both Tadami's food and its 
souvenirs in one place.
Dining Area/11:00~14:00（Last 
Order/14:00）  
Closed on Wednesday（Tuesday 
closed irregularly）, Closed in 
winter  ☎0241-82-2221

Handmade Jūwari Soba

The café is located in a trailer house. 
Takeout is also available.
Tuesday~Friday/10:00~14:00, 
Saturday, Sunday and holidays/10:00
~17:00  Last Order/30 min before 
closing, Closed on Monday（If Monday 
is a national holiday, closed the 
following weekday） ☎090-7795-4182

Fruit Galette

A wide variety of dishes are 
available, including handmade 
jūwari （100% buckwheat） soba 
noodles and appetizers.
Lunch/11:30~14:00  Dinner/18:00
~23:00（Last Order 22:30）  Closed 
on Sunday  ☎0241-82-2399

Soba Salad

A lively restaurant where their 
motto is "eat, drink, and laugh, 
and you'll be fine tomorrow!"
Lunch/11:30~14:00（Last Order/ 
13:30）  Dinner/18:00~22:00（Last 
Order/21:30）  Closed on Monday 
☎0241-86-2399

Dandan Noodles
In the dining area, you can enjoy 
Tadami's signature handmade 
soba.
11:30~20:00（April to November）
11:30~19:15（December to March）
Closed on the 3rd Wednesday of 
the month  ☎0241-84-7707

Soba with wild vegetables.

A relaxing teahouse with 
a tropical feel.
11:00~16:30
Closed on Thursday, Winter 
holiday（December to early April）
☎0241-72-8847

Original Yamaichi Coffee
Their homemade ramen, with flat, 
wavy noodles, and katsudon with 
special sauce are recommended.
11:00~14:00（Last Order/14:00）
Closed on Wednesday
☎0241-84-2040

Ramen with Mini Fried Rice Set
Handmade jūwari soba noodles 
made with a 100% Tadami 
buckwheat flour is recommended.
11:00~14:00（Last Order/13:30）
Closed on Thursday
☎090-7523-3914

Tempura and soba noodle set 
Enjoy authentic handmade 
Chinese cuisine.
11:00~20:00（Open until/23:00 for 
small parties）  Closed Irregularly 
☎0241-84-2819

Mapo Katsu Ramen 
A chef who trained at a first-class hotel 
in Tokyo promises a satisfying meal.
Restaurant Hours/10:00~16:00（Last 
Order/15:00） Sat, Sun, and Holidays 
Confectionery   Sale: 8:00~20:00
Closed on Tuesday and the third 
Wednesday of every month、Closed 
on New Year Holiday  ☎0241-71-9111

Foie Gras Rice Bowl with Salty-sweet Japanese Sauce

Enjoy a bathing and dining 
experience surrounded by tran-
quility and nature. (heated water)
Lunch/11:30~14:00  Light Meal/ 
14:00~17:00  Dinner/17:00~20:30
（Last Order/19:30） Closed on 
Monday  ☎0241-82-2393

Chashu Ramen (pork belly ramen)
Well known by customers from in 
and out of town for its extensive 
menu and delicious food.
Lunch/11:30~14:00  Dinner/17:00
~22:00（Last Order/21:30）  Closed 
on Tuesday　
☎0241-82-2372

Ayu Wappa-meshi (sweetfish mixed rice) Set Meal 

Enjoy meals made with 
ingredients from Tadami 
while enjoying the superb 
views in any season.
9:00~16:00（Last Order 15:30）
Closed on Tuesday and Wedesday, 
Closed in winter
☎0241-82-2700

Daily Spicy Curry

11:00~15:00（Reservation required for 
other times）  Saturday, Sunday, and 
Holidays（Reservation required for 
other times）  Closed Irregularly 
☎0241-82-3167

Tomato Ragù Pasta with Korenai Pork
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Enjoy and even fish your own 
delicious char at this fishing pond 
and restaurant surrounded by 
nature.
9:00~16:00（Last Order/15:00）
Open from late April to early 
November  ☎090-2603-6162

The Original Char Kara-age (fried char) 
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Enjoy the view of the mountains 
while dining on local cuisine. 
Lunch/11:30~15:00(Last Order/ 
14:00)  Dinner/18:00~21:00(Last 
Order/20:00)  Closed 3 days in 
January and June for facility 
inspection  ☎0241-84-2888

Country-style Set Meal
MAP
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MAP

D-3

Eating in
TADAMI

Staying
in

TADAMI
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Ishibushi

Ōkura

Yori-iwa
Sightseeing
Bracken Garden
（Reservation required）

Hiraishi
Bracken Mountain

(Reservation-based)

Yaotomedō Hall

To Shōwa Village

Aizu Railway toward Aizu-Tajima Station

Take Route 289, Route 121, and Route 400
to the Nishinasuno-Shiobara Interchange
on the Tōhoku Expressway

Take Route 289 through the Kashi Tunnel
to the Shirakawa Interchange
on the Tohoku Expressway

Take Route 289, Route 401,
and Route 352 to Hinoemata Village

To Aizu-Wakamatsu Station
Ban-etsu Expressway to
Sakashita Interchange 

To Route 252

Meiwa
Promotion
Center

Ryūsenji Temple

Nikkusawa-Kannon Rock

Ōsone Shitsugen Wetlands

Fuzawa Kijishi
Village Ruins

Akamino Aburachan
Shōsaki Park

Kameoka Nōson Park

Fire Station Tadami
Branch Office

Meiwa Elementary
School

Meiwa
Residential
Police
Substation

Izumita

Naratodō

Asahi Promotion
Center

Beach Volleyball Court
Trailer House
Soccer Field

Tadami Town Hall Ekimae
Government Building

Tagokura Heritage Center

Former Hasebe Family Residence 
（Kanōzu Guardhouse）

Former Igarashi
FamilyResidence

Tadami Tourism Association

Tadami Beech and
River Museum

♨

Tokino Sato
Yurari Hotspring

Fukasawa
Murayu Hotspring

Mitsuishi Shrine

Mt.Aizu-Asahi

Aizu Tadami Promotion Corporation
Tadami Ski Area

Iyashi no
Mori Forest

Megumi no
Mori Forest
（Blessing Forest）（Healing Forest）

J-POWER Tadami Exhibition Hall

Lake Tagokura View
• Blue Lake Sightseeing Boat Boarding Dock

Okuaizu Tadami 
no Mori Campground

Iwana-no-Sato

The Seated Statue
of Shōkannon

Saijiki Hall

Lake
Tadami

Tadami
Dam

Tagijyra Dam

●

Tengu no Niwa

Kanōnotakate

Shiozawa Sightseeing
Bracken Garden
(Reservation required)

Mt.Kasakura
994m

Mt.Omaki
910m 828m

Mt.Washigakura
918m

Mt.Shibakura
871m

Mt.Ōbayashi
902m

1,624m

Mt.Uchigoe
872m

Mt.Michiyuki
799m

Mt.Shirasawa
864m

Mt.Kamakura
956m

Mt.Ōsone
950m

Mt.Kaneishigatoya
970m

Mt.Hiraishi
1,035m

Sanjinsugi

Mt.Onigatsura 
1,465m

Mt.Maekemō
1,234m

Mt.Kemō
1,517m

Mt.Yoko
1,417m

Echigo Sanzan-Tadami
Quasi-National Park

705m

1,585m

Jūjima Sightseeing Bracken Garden
(Reservation required)

Rokujūrigoe
Yukiwari Kaidō
Road closed during
the winter season.

Some narrow roads.
*Roads closed
during the winter season.

Round trips in large buses
to the Tadami-side
entrance of the Iyashi no 
Mori （Healing Forest）
are allowed.
Medium and large buses 
are not allowed to
Kaneyama Town. *Road closed

during the
winter season.

Road closed to
medium &
large buses.

Mori no Bunko Fuzawa

To Koide Station

Kan-etsu Expressway 
To Koide Interchange

Rokujūrigoe Tōge
Road Opening
Commemorative
Monument

●

Hirabayashi
Sarasadōdan
Hirabayashi
Park

Johōji Temple Kannondō HallIshibushi Cemetery Park

Asahi Clinic
Asahi Taxi

Ryūsenji
Temple

Shinpukuji
Temple

The Magnolia Kobus of
Kurotani River

Tadami Middle School

Asahi Residentia
Police Substation

Asahi Elementary School

Jūjima Viewpoint

Tomb of Kawai Tsugunosuke

Aizu-Gamō

Tadami

Kubo
Trailhea

Irikanōzu
Trailhead

Tadamizawa
Trailhead

Rokujūrigoe
Trailhead

Rokujū
rigoe T

unnel

JR Tad
ami Lin

e Rokuj
ūrigoe

 Tunne
l

Tag
oku
ra T
unn
elTagokura

Free Rest Area

Nezumochidaira
Trailhead

Mujinazawa
Trailhead

Gamō
Dogtooth
Violet Park

From Tadami Station to
Koide Interchange
Approx.60km/Approx.90 min

From Tadami Station to
Aizu-Bange Interchange
Approx.68km/Approx.90 min

From Tadami Station to
Nishinasuno-Shiobara Interchange
Approx.104km/Approx.150 min

Mt.Gamō

Mt.Yōgai

Lake Tagokura

Mt.Asakusa

Hachijūrigoe

Kawai Tsugunosuke
Memorial Hall
Yamashio Museum

Shiozawa

Yori-iwa

Gamō

Kurosawa
Tatenokawa

Narato

Fukui

Kurotani

Ogawa

Arashima

Nagahama

Kurotaniiri

Fukasawa

Shionomata

Kobayashi

Nikenzaike
Yanatori

Yūzawa

Sakata

Fuzawa

Kumagura Kameoka

Kanōzu

Jūjima

Yagisawa

Sh
ioz
aw
a R
ive
r

Prefectural Natural
Monument

Town Natural Monument

Prefectural Important Cultural Property

National Important Cultural Property

Ukishimadō

Tadami Town Hall Government Building　

Tadami Hoyō Center,
Hitoppuro Machiyu

G
am
ō 
Ri
ve
r

Kanōzu River

Kos
anb
onz
awa

Lake Taki

Taki Dam

Tadam
i River

Tadam
i River

Ina River

Ina River

Important Prefectural Property

Town Natural Monument

Town Historic Site

Town Natural Monument

Town Historic Site
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Kurotani River
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Kuratani River
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Matsuzaka Tōge
(mountain pass) Yoshio Tōge

(mountain pass)
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a River

（road closed during the winter season）

289

289

401

252

252

252

289

360

351

153

352

Road Closed

Temple

Shrine

Dam

Clinic

Mountain

Convenience Store 
& Supermarket

Gas Station

Hot Spring

Mountain
Trailhead

Police Station

Post Office

　School

Parking Lot

Restroom

♨

Bunarin

©Tadami
Tadami Offical Town Mascots

IwappeAkashō-chan

c

Giant Chestnut Tree at
the Ishibushi Former
Wakamiya Hachiman Shrine

Aizu-Shiozawa

Akakurasawa
Trailhead

Fukushima
Prefecture

Fukushima City

Kōriyama City
Aizu-

Wakamatsu
City

Tadami
Town

Aiyoshino
Waterfall

Agariko no Mori
(Agariko Forest)

Important National Property

The Kubota Ruins
Prefectural Historic Site

Tadami Mono to
Kurashi Museum
Prefectural
Historic Site,
The Kubota Ruins

Yuki no Sato
Convention
Center

Taxi

Tadami Town, Asahi Clinic ［E-4］
Tadami Town, Asahi Clinic & Dental Clinic ［E-4］
Akatsuka Dental Clinic ［D-3］

Tadami Kankō Taxi ［D-3］
Asahi Taxi ［E-5］

☎82-2202
☎84-2235

☎84-2221
☎84-2612
☎82-2728

Police
Tadami Residential Police Substation ［D-3］
Asahi Residential Police Substation ［E-5］
Meiwa Residential Police Substation ［G-4］

☎82-2249
☎84-2021
☎86-2204

(Area Code 0241)

☎0241-82-5210
Tadami Town Hall ［D-3］

Hospital

End of April/Opening of town facilities
 • Okuaizu Tadami no Mori Campground
 • Kawai Tsugunosuke Memorial Hall
 • Saijiki Hall
 • J-POWER Tadami Exhibition Hall

2nd Sunday of May/Start of the Mt. Yōgai climbing season 
Early May/Best time to see Gamō Katakuri Park 

1st Sunday in June/Start of the Mt. Gamō Peak climbing season 
1st Sunday/Shiozawa Yamanosachi Mountain Vegetable Harvest Festival
2nd Sunday/Start of the Mt. Aizu-Asahi Peak climbing season
4th Sunday/Start of the Mt. Asakusa Peak climbing season

 Jun.

May

Apr.

Mid-July/Ina River sweetfish-fishing season begins

August 16th/Kawai Tsugunosuke Tomb Festival

1st Sunday of September/Ukiuki Waiwai Festival
5th/Tadami Town Festival

Saturdays and Sundays in early October/ Capital of Mother Nature 
Tadami & Mizu no Sato Good Food Festival

November 3rd/Tadami Cultural Festival
2nd Saturday/Tadami New Soba Festival

Mid-December/Tadami Ski Area Opening

January 1st & 2nd/Ski Area New Year Welcome Event
Mid-January to Early February/Shintō cleansing rituals for each district

2nd Saturday and Sunday of February/Tadami Snow FestivalFeb.

 Jan.

 Dec.

 Nov.

Oct.

  Sep.

 Aug.
Jul.

[Note] Events may be cancelled or rescheduled without notice.

The JR Tadami Line, which suffered damage 
from flooding in 2011, is scheduled to reopen 
in 2022. The trains run at a leisurely pace 
through the natural scenery of the area. The 
carriages are quiet and spacious, allowing 
you to enjoy a special moment to yourself...
This "King of Local Lines" is a train ride not to 
be missed. The l ine goes away in the 
opposite direction of the other city lines, 
taking you along a beautiful and scenic route 
of Tadami's attractions.

TADAMI LINE
The King of Local Lines
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Rental Bikes
1-day bike rental/500 yen
With electric-assist/1,000 yen
For inquiries: Tadami Tourism Association


